Actions de soutien au congrès

The congress support actions entitle you to free registration, with participation in the Wednesday evening banquet. Additional registrations can be obtained. Registrants do not have to fill out the general form, their registration is done via the « sponsoring or stand form ».

• **Sponsoring actions :**

Standard sponsoring: logo on the program and on all the communication tools of the congress, company flyer in the bag, link to the company on the website, display during the congress, free registration of a representative of the company.

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 2000 euros

It is also possible to add the following options:
Sponsoring a buffet during poster sessions: logo on communication tools related to the event, oral announcement during the event

.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 1000 euros

Prize for the Best Poster Contest: the name of the company is given at the price, and a representative of the company gives the prize itself.

.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 500 euros

• **Business presentation booth:**

Single stand: 1 table 1.8 m by 1 m with all the necessary connections (participation in the JMC included for 1 person, banquet included):

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 1200 euros

Double stand: 2 tables 1.8 m by 1 m with all the necessary connections (participation in the JMC included for 1 person, banquet included):

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 1600 euros

Companies having a stand will have the opportunity to present their activity to all participants, just after the morning plenary sessions. The time allotted to each, of the order of 5 minutes, will depend on the number of participants.

• **Scientific publisher's presentation booth:**

Single booth: 1 table 1.8 m by 1 m (limited number, participation in the JMC included for 1 person, banquet included):

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 1200 euros

Double stand: 2 tables 1.8 m by 1 m (limited number, participation in the JMC included for 1 person, banquet included):

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 1600 euros
All stands will be located in the lobby of Building 2A (Beaulieu Campus), which serves the conference rooms. This is the place for breaks, buffets and poster sessions, and stands will be at the heart of the congress activities, with maximum visibility. Stand installation will be possible from Monday morning. The uninstallation should take place no later than Friday afternoon. The tables, chairs, panels will be in place. The installation of your own equipment is your responsibility. A guard will be provided during the nights.

- **Round tables and "speed-dating": Scientific Edition / Youth and Industry**
  A round table "youth and industry" will be organized on Tuesday morning. It will present some testimonials of start-up creations, and will deal with doctoral-industry relations.

  The latter will be followed by individualized meetings between professionals from the business world and doctoral / post-doctoral students. The purpose of these meetings is to allow those interested to know the expectations of the business community, and professionals to meet potential candidates.

  If you want to participate in these meetings, please check the box "speed-dating".

- **Additional registrations:**
  Sponsoring and stand includes a representative's conference registration, and participation in the Wednesday evening banquet.

  Extra person (JMC participation, banquet included)
  ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 250 euros

  If you want one or more additional registrations, please fill in the corresponding boxes in the form.

  For any specific question or request: jmcl7-mecenat@sciencesconf.org
Sponsoring and stand form

Sent by email to jmc2017-mecenat@sciencesconf.org

**Sponsoring**
- ☐ Standard sponsoring 2000 €
- ☐ Sponsoring + buffet 3000 €
- ☐ Sponsoring + prize 2500 €
- ☐ Participation to the « speed-dating »

**Stands**
- ☐ Single stand 1200 €
- ☐ Double stand 1600 €
- ☐ Short talk
- ☐ Participation to the « speed-dating »

**Additionnal registration**
Number of additionnal registration (1 is included) (   ) x 250 €

**Total**
€

**Informations for the invoice :**
Company name :
Address for the invoice :
Postal address :
N° SIRET (if any) :
e-mail :

Thank you for sending us the link to the company's website, and the logos for the website and the written documents of the congress, in high resolution at the following address:

jmc17-mecenat@sciencesconf.org

- Banquet attendance is included, but due to limited space, please indicate for each registrant if you will attend.

Company : ……… City and country : …………
Name : ………… Given name : ………… e-mail : ………… ☐ banquet
Name : ………… Given name : ………… e-mail : ………… ☐ banquet
Name : ………… Given name : ………… e-mail : ………… ☐ banquet
Name : ………… Given name : ………… e-mail : ………… ☐ banquet